Direct monitoring pressure overload predicts cardiac hypertrophy in mice.
Pressure overload (POL) is a classical model for studying cardiac hypertrophy, but there has been no direct measure of hemodynamics in a conscious ambulatory mouse model of POL. We used abdominal aortic constriction to produce POL and radiotelemetry to measure the blood pressure and heart rate for three weeks. The cardiac size correlated with the systolic pressure in the last week is better than other hemodynamic parameters. Cardiac fibrosis was more correlated to the cardiac size than to the systolic pressure. The expression of the cardiac genes that are typically associated with cardiac hypertrophy was correlated with both cardiac size and systolic pressure. In conclusion, the systolic pressure is the major determinant of cardiac hypertrophy in the murine POL model. In contrast, cardiac fibrosis shows the influence of other factors besides systolic pressure. The combination of the POL model with continuous direct measurements of hemodynamics represents a significant technological advance and will lead to an extended usefulness of POL methodologically.